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From the Presidents....

T

he scorching heat this summer has
all the farmers looking skywards for
relief. Traditionally their only relief comes
from the heavens in the form of a good
monsoon year that brings timely and
adequate rain. We are an agrarian society
and nation. We have abundant sun light
but limited land, and water resources. If
we could manage our land and water assets,
motivate our farmers, extend research and
technological innovations to the actual
farmers in the field, utilise the advantages
offered by our agro-climatic and agro-ecological diversity to gain
larger global market share and ensure adequacy of food for domestic
consumption at a price that is affordable to consumers while being
remunerative for the farmers; we can then be economic superpower
and be happy and contented population.
India accounts for 7.68% of the global agricultural output and
houses over 17% of world’s population within its geographical
spread of 3.28 Million Square Kilometres. We have only 2.4 % of
global land mass at our disposal and our share in the world’s fresh
water resources is a mere 4%. Deficient monsoons often lead to
shortage of drinking and irrigation water. Groundwater is polluted
due to poor land practices, atmospheric deposition of pollutants
and direct discharge of sewage into water bodies.This is all the more
reason that we need to reorient our policy at state and central levels.
We need to create an integrated approach for better land use, prevent
water pollution and waste, increase farm productivity and above
all a fresh look at our policy of providing capital for all aspects of
agriculture sector which includes horticulture, animal husbandry, and
fisheries and so on.
In urban India it is fashionable to decry loan wavers and farmers
suicides. The urban middle class feels that extra benefits are being
doled out to farmers. The reality is very different.To quote an article
in Hindustan Times of 4th April 2017 by Mr. Devinder Sharma, it
is of interest to note that, “Agriculture is indeed a state subject, but
when it comes to industry, which is also a state subject, the finance
ministry has no qualms about writing-off of the massive bad debt.
The Public Accounts Committee of Parliament has estimated that
the total bad loans of public sector banks, termed as Non-Performing
Assets (NPAs), stands at Rs 6.8 lakh crore. Of this amount, 70% are
of the corporates, with farmers making up just 1%.”
Maharashtra is seeking a farm loan waiver of Rs 30,500 crore. This
is less than the outstanding loan of Rs 34,929 crore that Essar
Steel alone holds.The outstanding debt of Bhushan Steel stands at
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Rs 44,478-crore, which alone is more than the expected
Rs 36,000-crore farm bad loan in Punjab, which the state government
is likely to ‘takeover’. Jindal Steel & Power owes Rs 44,140-crore,
which is way above the farm loan waiver thatUttar Pradesh
government has to face.
The subject of ‘farmer’s suicides is used by most drawing room
intellectuals with disdain. It is often labelled as wastage of tax payer’s
money. It is time that we take a relook at the reality and work
towards finding out what olicy changes are essential to stay out of this
quagmire that we as a nation repeatedly get into depending on the
length, coverage and intensity of monsoon year after year.
Let us identify the reasons for high rates of interest charged by our
ban ers. s in ation the sole cause re our ban ers incurring higher
o erating costs than their counter arts in uro e or merica
hy
is the European banker able to offer loans at rates of interest ranging
from 1.8% to 2.2% whereas the Indian banks charge between 8% to
18%. Can technology integration result in lower operating costs for
ban ers nd finally do we need interest wavers or loan wavers as
against write offs. f so in what sectors
Loans, interest rates, waivers and write offs are important aspects
of our growth story. Let us not think that every industrialist,
entre reneur and farmer is a croo trying to defraud the ban s. e
need to reduce our cost of capital to globally competitive levels to
make our products and food globally competitive.
This month s cover story is on the subject of oan aivers ,and
the county of interest is Hungary. I have never been there but it has
always been the exotic land surrounded by mystery. Do read
on………
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Special Feature

HUNGARY – A LOVE FOR LIFE
By Consulate General of Hungary

H

ungary, having
a wealth of
culture and history,
complemented by a
language so completely
different from its
neighbours and with
its
well-recognised
creativity, packs an
awful lot within its
borders. It can be said
that ours is
a land of great contrasts. Easily accessible, in the heart of
Europe, there is diversity in its landscape and its culture
and a living folk heritage that is worth exploring.
Hungary, like many of its neighbours, rests landlocked in the
Carpathian Basin, without a coastline in sight. Despite this, though,
it’s a country that revolves around water. Hungary rightly deserves the
nickname “land of waters”: Lake Balaton, not dubbed ‘the Hungarian
Sea’ for nothing, is the largest lake in Europe. Besides sunbathing at
its shores, there are countless opportunities for a splash, swim or sail...
whatever oats your boat isit around the la e to the abbey at Tihany
eninsula, the magnificent aro ue mansion at es thely and have a
wobbly wander amongst the hillside vineyards of Badacsony.
As well as water to cool off in, Hungary can be the perfect place to keep
warm, as it is located above a very active geo-thermic area and has
over a thousand thermal water s rings. a e v , one of the largest

natural thermal Lake in the world,
waiting for you to wallow in its
waters even – no, especially – in
the dee est de ths of winter The
lake suitable for bathing at any
time of year, because the water
temperature never drops below a
friendly
. The country s
blessed with an abundance of
natural thermal springs, emerging
at a toe pleasing temperature
of 86°F/30°C, packed with
medicinal salts and minerals.
A particularly striking splashing
spot can be found on a hillside
at gers al , where steaming
terraces of snow-white calcium
crystals deposited by the water
surround a natural ool. Ta ing
the waters” for relaxation or as
clinical treatments, is an important
part of the Hungarian culture.
The country is also crossed by
mighty rivers which divide and
define its regions. ven its ca ital
city is split by the Danube River,
with Buda on the Western side
and Pest on the Eastern bank.
Discover Budapest, also called the
Pearl of the Danube and enjoy its
stunning architecture, galleries,
festivals, spas, food and wine and
many things the capital of the
country can offer.
Budapest is a hive of top-class
music and art, with one of the
world’s best opera houses and an
arsenal of museums and galleries,
while bustling festivals pop up
across the country, year round.
Budapest’s up there among
the world’s most romantic,
entertaining capitals.
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ungary s landsca e ranging from at, grassy lains to lush, rolling
ea s and valleys is diverse as is its culture, with a gently undulating
landsca e of hills and lains, while it features one of the largest
continuous grasslands in uro e. erha s e ualing these sights, are the
wonders awaiting intre id adventurers in the de ths below the country.
The very same elemental forces that brought about its thermal s rings,
also created hundreds of ilometres of limestone caves through
erosion, a ortion of which are navigable with guides and an even
smaller ortion that have been fitted with aving and ste s for
organised tours.

or
ungarian
Ta eaways
Surprise your loved ones
with the world s best nown
toy
the coloured
u le,
the ubi cube, invented by
ungarian rn ubi . or those
who tend to leave their souvenir
sho ing til the last minute,
either itamin
discovered by
ungarian
lbert
ent

f ee ing active and getting bac to nature is your thing, countless
mar ed routes for hi ing, cycling or horse riding crisscross the country
through stunning scenery. ungary s diverse countryside has hea s
of adventures on offer for lovers of the great outdoors. i ers and
cyclists, riders and golfers, gather
,
ilometers of hi ing routes
and an im ressive array of mar ed trails, more than ,
m of cycle
aths, golf courses, national ar s including the orld eritage
ortobagy lus many rotected reserves await. Ta e a day tri as well
and see the countryside with its living fol heritage. njoy the famous
ungarian hos itality and taste the ull lavour of ungary. ne thing
we must warn you though is that ungarian cuisine is highly addictive,
either by a divine bite of a lass
goose liver dish or some great
oulash washed down by a glass of su er tasty To aji s wine
or a soulburningly strong lin a shot. The ath of getting to now
ungarian cuisine is full of leasant sur rises, rich avors and
li smac ing bites of culture.

yorgyi after extracting it from
a ri a, what else , or a safety
match invented by ungarian
nos rinyi and a sim le ball
oint en invented by ungarian
s l
sef ir are, amongst
many others li e the refrigerator,
colour T , automatic gear box,
helico ter, es resso machine, etc.,
also truly ungarian inventions.
ungary though has many more
roducts to offer from the ic
alami of eged, the hot or sweet
a ri a, to notch goose liver, the
long nec ed bottle of golden
To aji or the little round one of
the bitter tasting herbal li ueur,
nicum or for something even
stronger any bottle of ungary s
ultimate shot, alin a to its
traditional
crafts
from
embroidered
tabl
cloths
es ecially one from oll
or

ungary has
historical wine regions as wine ma ing is an integral
art in the country s national cultural heritage and the huge international
success of ungarian wines can be seen from the sheer number and
o ularity of wine festivals swee ing the country year round.
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The smart cities rogramme is
one of the fields we are focusing
on. ungary is een on focusing
on sustainable water management
and waste management utilisation
of water resources is a major
ex ertise of ungarian com anies
with all the infrastructure,
environment and facilities.
cou le of com anies are focusing
on Tier
and Tier
cities
as mentioned, besides the already
mentioned water and waste
management, other areas as well,
li e energy utilisation and energy
security.

e
vesd , to ottery and hand made erendi orcelain, wooden
toys, vases, anti ues and many more. ungary is a land of true variety,
colour and assion. ome for a city brea , or for a longer vacation,
ungary is an ideal choice. Travel alone, or with friends or bring the
whole family along, we can assure you that everybody will be satisfied.
e therefore ha y to see the dynamically increasing number of ndian
travellers, who choose ungary as their destination
n the economic trade and investment front, Hungary and India
shares an exciting relationshi firmly based on our rich ast of cultural
bonds and a vivid resent as well as an ever romising future.
e have many new ndian com anies invested and resent in ungary,
the latest being
ollo Tyres, which o ened its first green field
uro ean tyre manufacturing facility in ungary last year. verall,
there is D billion worth of ndian investments in ungary, which
is already giving em loyment to roughly ,
ungarian em loyees.
These are only through ndian com aniesin ungary, many based or
head utered in aharashtra, which is great o ortunity for further
collaboration as they are also diversely s read in different sectors of
economy, such as ditya irla with irla arbon, an im ortant facility
from their ortfolio,while other sectors in ungary are also active for
ndian investors, in the T sector there is i ro and T and further,
we also have great investments in the harmaceutical sector. e are
continuously trying to identify and o en new mar ets and otentials.
This is however not a one way direction, it is mutual as ungarian
com anies are loo ing at ndia as one of the most otential mar et
either for commercial co o eration or as their investment destination.
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ndia is difficult to access and it is
difficult to remain in the mar et
and maintain your activities here,
but it is also the most rewarding
at the same time.
oing by
ex erience, if one have a
good and reliable
artner,
it can betruly beneficial, therefore
those ungarian com anies are
loo ing for the right ndian
artners, which we at the
onsulate in
umbai try to
actively facilitate.
ndia is not an easy mar et.
urrently, it has
states,
languages, almost the same as
in the uro ean nion where
we have twenty eight states and
4 languages ,but the common
mar et in ndia is still less
develo ed than the one in the
as each state has its own budget
and there is a se arate taxation
system. The ado tion of the T
however in our o inion will change
the entire scenario and ma e
things easier for international
com anies, including ungarian
endeavours who want to enter
the ndian mar et.
owever,
currently, the biggest difficulty
is to understand the different
regulations and taxation systems
of every ndian state. ence,
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there is a need for a good Indian partner who can carry you through the
bureaucratic and regulation’ system. Along with the Central
Government, we emphasize to build good connection with the various
state governments focusing the main economic centres like Maharashtra
and its capital, Mumbai in particular.
Not just in Hungary but all over Europe and the world, there is a
greater need for green projects. More technology and cost solutions
can be available, even at reasonable prices, for more countries. We have
to work together with other countries on R&D and science because
these need huge capital. So, if we work together, combine our efforts,
knowledge and know-how, we can have better results and greater
achievements. There is a huge market in Hungary itself but one will
not find a larger mar et for such green rojects than ndia. o, we can
offer and develop technologies in India; for example, solutions for waste
management, like generating energy from urban waste in a green and
eco-friendly way.
Two letters of intent have been signed for an Indo-Hungarian Strategic
Fund with an enhanced contribution of € 2 million each for 2014 to
2017.Education and R&D are an important part of our relationship.
In future, technology and technology transfer are areasfor co-operation
with great potentials. We would be happy to develop a common project
in research together. Every year, we come up with a list of sectors and
areas where we expect a U-turn. We also plan to appoint a new diplomat
whose expertise lies in developmentco operation between the two
countries as well as support agreements for it to materialise.
Many Hungarian educational institutions have been coming to India like
never before, and they are looking for partners to combine education
and skilled development. This kind of training and education will be
useful for bilateral relations. In Hungary, at present, the unemployment
rate is currently one of the lowest in our history. However, we still don’t
have enough s illed force and this, at times, re ects in investments and
projects. Now, the government has taken initiatives to help the private
sector create synergies between the education sector and the industry or
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economy; so education will provide
human resources, which the
economy actually needs. India is
important for us with 1 million
new entries to the labour market
every month, which means
12 million people a year (!). That’s
a huge number, and there is an
urgent need to provide jobs and
opportunities. So, there is a lot to
do in this sector and we are ready
to be part of it.
Most of our bilateral agreements
are in place. As Hungary is also
part of the European Union, there
is a free-trade agreement under
negotiations between India and
Europe; and this is now one of
the longest negotiated free-trade
agreements. At present, it’s at a
halt, but we hope to reopen these
cha ters and finalise and sign this
comprehensive agreement on
the economic relations between
Europe and India, of which
Hungary is a part.
All together in every sector, we
are looking for new partners and
new opportunities for Hungarian
companies or by means of JVs
between the two countries.
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Ms. Kiran Nanda

A Viewpoint : Loan Waiver Cannot End Farmers’
Plight Solution Lies In Effective Implementation
Of Comprehensive & Sequenced Agri-Reforms.
Also Organising Awareness Campaigns about
What Is Best In Farmers Interest
Ms. Kiran Nanda

Author & Project Leader of number of national and international assignments.
Currently working as a free-lance Economist. Earlier, IMC - Director, Indian Merchant’s
Chamber’s research wing - “Economic Research & Training Foundation” (IMC-ERTF)

kironnanda@gmail.com

Highlights
• eems ironic that, on the one hand, ndia is rogressing fast towards
a digital economy thereby gaining global competitiveness and on the
other, government has to repeatedly grapple with anti- competitive farm
loan waivers.
• Demand for loan waiver, after
government granting it, is now
spreading to other states. It has taken an ugly turn with farmers grabbing
limelight with their horrifying ways of protest ranging from wearing
human skulls to conducting mock funerals and stripping.
• ndian farmers re uire not loan waiver but better rices of its
production, reduction in costs of farming and generation of non-farm
income.
• roblem is so dee rooted that an out of the box solution is
re uired. This will test odi government s s ill in olicy ma ing.
• imited loan waiver in s ecific cases where it has ta en an ugly turn
-- will have to be granted but at the same time farmers will have to be
made aware of resultant ills. entre and tates will have to im lement
agri-reforms which the government has already initiated. Only these
need to be speeded up so that the results can be seen on the ground.
•
ajor ositive with the resent government has been that it has
always believed in implementing long term sustainable solutions in case
of critical national roblems. ame ho efully is being and will be done
in case of agri- reforms.
•
nwards, government will also have to wor on the rinci le
of ‘good economics to be good politics’ for the betterment of the
country’s future.
• oan waiver cannot be a long term solution to rural distress.
well- studied long term pro-farmer pro-growth policy needs to be put
in place urgently.
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I

ndia fast climbing the ladder of
competitiveness to score a higher
place in the ranking of leading
global parameters seems to be at
odds with it grappling with the
loan waiver issue state after state,
which is bound to pull India’s
credit rating down.
There is something drastically
wrong with the picture of loan
waiver/farmers distress wherein
we find mismatches galore.
Record sowing and bumper
harvests of cereal crops are seen
year after year but still most rural
households are living a hand-to
-mouth existence. There are
examples
of
states
with
spectacular agricultural growth
taking place over a long period
but these also are witnessing
more and more farmers’ suicides
like in Madhya Pradesh. In short,
agricultural growth is not at
all getting translated into farm
prosperity.
Farm loan waiver issue is not
new to the India economy. Debtdriven suicides by farmers came
to limelight in early 1990s, in the
then undivided Andhra Pradesh.
The trend like a contagious
disease spread to Maharashtra,
Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Kerala, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh and even the North-
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East. It keeps on cropping up again and again but this time the issue
has taken a serious turn. At least 3-4 states seem to be on verge
of announcing loan waivers in the wake of the UP’s decision.
Agriculture with declining share in country’s GDP from 35% in
1990 to 13% in 2016, but employing around 60% of the total
workforce does not speak well for the country’s sustainable growth path.
Plight of farmers is endless and deep-rooted -• arge art of government s outlay on agriculture goes for subsidies,
contributing little to growth. These benefit mostly the rich farmers and
hardly the poor farmers.
• griculture suffers from increasing rural debt and rising farm in ut
costs
• De leting ground water tables causing also health ha ards.
• uthorities fre uently resort to im ort of wheat at higher rices, only
to keep domestic prices low, a short term palliative. While a kg of wheat
retails for s.
in ndia, it is about s.4 in the
, s. in ra il,
Rs. 50 in Indonesia and Rs. 30 in China.
•

rchaic and anti farmer laws on mar eting of roduce

•

ac of ost harvest infrastructure

•

dverse im act of

limate change

• ragmentation of holdings ee s most farmers at subsistence levels,
with about 83% of farmers considered small or marginal having less
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than 2 ha each. To compound
matters around two thirds of our
farmlands are rain fed, which
make commercial scale farming
impossible.
UP CM Yogi Adityanath waived
off farm loans of UP farmers,
thereby fulfilling oll romise
made prior to UP elections. TN
farmers depicted their desperation
by drinking urine, threatening
eating faeces if not responded
and conducted mock funerals,
ogged themselves and even
carried skulls of other farmers
that had committed suicide due
to debt ressure. armers from
the state are demanding a drought
relief package of Rs 40,000 crore,
farm loan waiver and setting
up of the Cauvery Management
Board by the Centre. Tamil Nadu
has seen the worst drought in
the last 140 years in 2016, with
most farmers losing their crops.
Telangana
government
has
completed
Rs
16,374-crore
loan waiver scheme. Debates
are going on in other States
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like Maharashtra and Punjab. Maharashtra has sought Rs 10 K crores
aid for farm projects. Maharashtra CM has urged banks to come up
with innovative solutions to bring the farmers, who have gone out of
the institutional credit system after defaulting, back into the formal
credit system. Pune transgender have entered the fray wanting loan
waiver for farmers. Argument made is that “Maharashtra government
has the funds to waive the loans of businessmen. If it can waste
taxpayer’s money on schemes like Smart Cities, Digital India and so
on, why can it not offer farm loan waivers? We hope that government
does not prove itself a transgender”. Punjab’s economic health has been
deteriorating with revenue deficit at s ,
crore and debt around s
. la h crore. unjab feels the
scheme is a gimmic . unjab
is
looking for a much comprehensive and meaningful farm loan waiver.
It is contemplating waiving off farm debts with or without Centre’s
hel . Demand is for an immediate agricultural loan waiver and s ,
per acre compensation for the damaged crop. Punjab government has
formed an expert group on farm-loan waiver. According to Supriya Sule
the issue of farm loan waiver is more important than doing away with
red beacon lights atop vehicles of VIPs

loan repayments. It would add to
heap of farm NPAs.

Granting farm loan waivers harmful for Indian
economy

• ome signs of innovative
thin ing is seen. or ex. a grou
of IT professionals and an NGO
are doing their bit to alleviate the
situation and equip farmers better
against hostile conditions.

•

• t least
states have started
moving to the Government
e-Marketplace
(GeM),
the
Centre’s
online
public
procurement platform. Others
such as Maharashtra, Haryana
and Assam are expected to
move in the direction soon, with
opposition - ruled Odisha and
Karnataka also expected to join.

• ndian economy ris s straining ublic finances and undermining
already ailing state ban s, after a . bn loan write off for farmers
in
and moves to do something similar in at least four other states
(Punjab, TN, Gujarat and Maharashtra).

ndia s total ublic sector debt, as a share of D , stands at around
%
high com ared to other emerging economies. stimated that
states will end u writing off debts e uivalent to % of D
the
bulk of all outstanding loans to farmers. Ratings agencies would like to
see ndia s debt to D ratio fall below % over the next three years
to justify an upgrade in its sovereign rating. Yet, debt waivers would,
even if staggered, increase the borrowing.
• oan waivers would not only worsen the fiscal deficits but also
impact leverage levels of the state governments unless other resources
are mobili ed or ex enditure is controlled. There is a significant ris that
productive capital spending may end up getting reduced by even funding
a portion of the loan waivers.

ons indicating oan aiver as
essential include nothing major
except that serious situation that
has come into existence which is
driving farmers to commit suicides.

Nevertheless Some
Hopeful Pointers

•
aharashtra government is
preparing a scheme aiming to
free the farmers of indebtedness
permanently instead of granting
one-time loan waivers.

SomeWays Out

•
government a ointed anel has suggested ca ing the states
debt at % of ndia s D , while
overnor rjit atel has said
the
loan waiver undermines an honest credit culture.

• om rehensive
se uenced
agri-reforms are needed to tackle
ersistent farmers light. oan
waiver by itself cannot be the
generalized solution.

•
ross non erforming loans in agriculture and its allied sectors
surged to s
bn at end December uarter from s .4 bn in
.
There is no benefit from such waivers. arm loan waiver is li ely to s i e
tractor loan delinquencies. Write offs can work as an incentive to skip

• ramers access to im ortant
farm inputs like land, water
and seeds needs to be assured.
fficient governance is missing
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with respect to all these. Farmers of Tamil Nadu deprived of water now
threatening should not be taken lightly. India probably has become the
biggest net exporter of virtual water – implying water embedded in agricultural commodities – in the world when there is acute water scarcity
on the domestic farming front.
•
debate is on whether agriculture income tax should be introduced
or not. lready, much harm has been with done to the economy over the
years with exemption of farms from such a levy. Indian policy makers
should avoid ring fencing agriculture and hampering its modernization.
or o ening u the economy, agriculture should get treated on ar
with other sectors not only with respect to taxation but also removing
multiple regulatory and governance obstacles which restrict
opportunities for farmers. It is just not taxation that has to change in
agriculture but also its organization like permitting corporate farming to
usher in modernization with latest technology.

t is a ity and re ects oorly on
the nation where its farmers are
pushed to even showing macabre
methods to attract the authorities’
attention towards what should be
treated as a priority issue for the
nation. n out of box thin ing
is required. Only hope is Modi’s
outline of strategy to double
farmers’ income by 2022.

In Sum

India’s rapid economic growth of recent years has not yet made it a rich
nation mainly because of its lack-luster agricultural situation. On a per
ca ita basis, the situation is still more dismal. ffective im lementation
of agri reforms can make India a multi-year story. Some positive steps
are being ta en ommodity mar et reforms by
augur well for
agriculture iti ayog ushing for a legislature to allow direct buying of
agriculture from farmers, a move meant for farmers and buyers to fetch
better prices and do away with middlemen amongst others.
arm loan waiver may win votes, but what about it im acting
s core
strengths and worsening ublic finances, thereby distorting building u
an efficient credit culture. significant ris is being ta en of roductive
capital spending being used for funding a portion of the loan waivers.
Solutions are known but these are not getting implemented on the
ground. For ex. micro-irrigation is known to reduce not only water
usage but also would lead to higher yield for cro s. ro diversification
can mitigate farming risk by introducing such plant varieties that are
roduced in cultivation by selective breeding, which is most a ro riate
to soil and climate.
olitical arties tal big and dole out freebies. This ex lains why there
is no com rehensive agri olicy covering the farmers for cro failure,
ensuring remunerative prices for their crops and getting rid of
middlemen.
ust li e unjab is re aring a white a er on its economic status,
similarly all other States should do that keeping farmers interests in view.
n assessment of every state s ground economic situation is im ortant
for taking appropriate decisions.
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Introduction

W

ith two state governments writing off farm loans and others
considering similar steps in an escalating competition for political
one - upmanship, all thinking people must ponder the consequences
of such actions. Not only do loan waivers stoke moral hazard but
they are also fiscally undesirable. They set an unhealthy recedent by
encouraging potential borrowers to default in future, and they are also
not a rational solution to the agrarian crisis currently facing the country.
Human nature being what it is, if borrowers suspect that they can get
away without repaying loans in future, they will tend to borrow even
more rec lessly, and ignore re ayments even more bra enly. The lender
-borrower relationship, built scrupulously on trust, will then collapse
and cause irreparable damage to the development of the nation’s formal
banking
system.
As pressure on land increases inexorably in India, the only way to ensure
the success … indeed survival … of the rural economy is to promote
agricultural roductivity and diversification away from cultivation
activities. In this context, organic farming could be encouraged, and
biological - as opposed to chemical - fertilizers should be aggressively
romoted. The government ought to lay the constructive role of a
technology enabler rather than that of an opportunistic loan waiver, as
that is the only way Indian farmers will be empowered to make their
produce remunerative. A bad situation is to be improvised rather than
worsened through blinkered thinking and misguided action.
The rural indebtedness crisis will ee recurring, due mainly to the
presence of fundamental structural defects in the agrarian economy
(which continue to have their roots in the antiquated zamindari system)
and not so much because of what some contemporary critics of loan
waivers call the default culture that they are supposed to encourage.
Even though national independence did signify an important change as
far as injecting some dynamism in the agrarian economy was concerned,
it remained limited in its impact.

Liberalization, privatization, and
globalization have involved not
only removing many restrictions
on the import and export of goods
and services in several diverse
areas of the economy, but also
allows foreign finance ca ital
to freely enter and exit the country.
That encourages huge s eculative
in ows and out ows of ca ital
as finance, while simultaneously
making little contribution to
the growth of real D This
has encouraged a culture of
speculation
and
adversely
impacted the agrarian economy.

Increased public sector
investments
A genuine emphasis on massive
public sector investment in the
rural economy is necessary
as it supplements rather than
crowds out private investment in
developing countries like India.
Despite having the largest
number of tractors in the world,
most of rural India represents a
stagnant economy with declining
productivity.
Our
agrarian
economy continues to depend
disproportionately
on
the
monsoons for its very existence.
Loan waivers will do nothing to
remedy this sorry state of affairs
… in fact; they will only worsen

Moral hazard is a real-world situation in which one party gets involved in a risky event knowing that it is in some way protected
against the risk and that another party will bear the cost of the risk. It usually occurs when both parties have incomplete
information about each other.

1
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them by creating perverse incentives for diligent and honest people. For
obvious reasons, once waivers become commonplace, farmers repaying
their loans will also think twice before continuing to do so. Moreover,
loan waivers are not economically viable as they distort the optimal
interest rate structure of the economy and reduce the fiscal ower of
the government to intervene effectively in times of financial crisis. n
this world of uncertainty, that is not a desirable position for the State to
find itself in.
What our hinterland sorely needs is strategically planned public
investments that will help raise agricultural and rural incomes in a
sustainable manner. s iration rules ndia but only a dar des air looms
over (agrarian) Bharat. This does not augur well for the future of the
country. However, loan waivers are not the logical way to address this
unfortunate state of affairs, and they also sometimes end u benefiting
the wrong eo le, leaving the intended beneficiaries high and dry. t
is one thing to forgive the loans of genuinely distressed farmers and
uite another to ma e it a highly advertised item on the olitical agenda,
especially close to election time. Let the readers decide for themselves as
to what ha ens more often than not in ndia.
n the i side, it must be admitted that the charge of moral ha ard
can be selective, as a democratic government has to respond using all
available means at its disposal whenever there is widespread distress
in any sector of the economy. Prolonged systemic frustration has led
many farmers to commit suicide and there is no doubt that there exists
a deep-rooted problem facing our agrarian sector which needs to be
resolved on a priority basis. The government is duty bound to
alleviate human suffering. Thus, as long as loan waivers are accompanied
by a drastic cutting down on expenditures on non-essential government
schemes, they may have some legitimacy. owever, there is a fine
dividing line at work here which should not be crossed in the longterm socioeconomic interest of the country, including the imperative of
maintaining our global competitiveness.

Loan waivers and mounting NPAs

esides exerting undue ressure on state finances, loan waivers tend to
spoil the credit culture amongst the major players in the economy and
disincentivi e future borrowers from re aying loans. ven outside the
agricultural economy, when banks give large loans to indebted corporate
houses and business enterprises who are unable to service the interest
on account of a slowdown in the economy and the siphoning of funds
to the com any romoters, many financial institutions are more than
willing (usually under overt or covert political pressure) to undertake
restructuring on liberal terms to such insolvent entities. This is what
has led to the huge problem regarding NPAs now facing the economy,
and which is threatening to disru t the efficiency of the entire financial
system.
Twenty nine PSBs wrote off a total of Rs. 1.14 lakh crore of bad loans
in the two year period from FY 2013 through FY 2015. This is much
more than they had done in the preceding nine years, and it does not set
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a good precedent. While bad loans
of PSBs grew at a rate of 4%
between 2004 and 2012, in FY
2013 through FY 2015, they rose at
almost 60%. The bad loans
written off in FY ending 2015
make up 85% of such loans since
2013. With PSBs sitting on over
Rs. 7 lakh crore stressed assets,
including NPAs and restructured
loans, there is all the more reason
to tread carefully regarding loan
waivers.
NPAs from agriculture and related
activities rose from 3.3% of the
total banking loans to the sector
in March 2011 to 6% in September
2016. However, to the credit
of the agrarian sector, it should
be mentioned that the record
of recovery of bank loans
from farmers, and from rural
areas of the country, in general,
is better than that from many big
businesses.
To deal with the NPA issue, the
finance ministry ro osed to
inject Rs. 70,000 crore into the
system over the coming four
years. Not only may this amount
be financially inade uate,but we
also need to remember that capital
infusion by the government to
boost the sagging banking system
is invariably at the taxpayers’
expense.
On the one hand, some senior
ban officials are being arrested
for aiding and abetting the
mounting NPA issue, and on
the other, politically motivated
loan waivers are adding to
the avoidable complications in
the smooth functioning of the
financial system. The contrast
could not be starker. Of course,
this is also not to say that all
of the former are innocent,
or that a certain amount of loan
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waiver is not required for the sake of socioeconomic and distributive
justice which cannot be achieved in any other way.

Some possible solutions

A way out of this quagmire is for the government to advance money
into farmers’ bank accounts for whatever amount of monetary relief it
wants to give them by way of the loan waiver. Farmers can then repay
banks for the same in a pre-determined and time-bound manner. This
mechanism will not risk damaging the delicate borrower - lender
relationship that is vital to the progress of the rural economy.
Governments and banks sometimes reschedule outstanding loans,
convert crop loans to term loans, and reduce or waive interest on such
loans as special relief measures when the agrarian sector faces natural
calamities. This stops short of outright loan waivers and are only
temporary,bridging mechanisms. Such measures need to continue
with a set of exible guidelines based on objectivity and economic
rationality. Ultimately, the long -term solution to the agrarian crisis is
not to be found in farm loan waivers, but rather in the development of
better ris management systems and more efficient agricultural mar ets.
n this context, the hief inister of aharashtra has shown courage
and foresight by publicly stating that crop loan waivers cannot be a
lasting solution to the financial woes facing the farming community of
the state. Instead, he said that higher capital investments in agriculture
backed by adequate infrastructural facilities over a longer period will
bring more economic stability to small and marginal farmers. In the
country’s prevailing culture of garnering political mileage at all costs,
taking such a bold and principled stand demonstrates a rare leadership
uality. fter all, agrarian states li e , unjab, and aharashtra already
have stressed balance sheets and the additional burden of loan waivers
could rove detrimental to their fiscal health. owever, if the monsoon
this year is not up to the mark, the political pressure to announce farm
loan waivers will rise even further.
ndia s annual agricultural waste is a roximately s. ,
crore. Due
to a lack of basic cold storage facilities, the fruits and vegetables that rot
away annually in our country is enough to feed the whole of the UK.
The amount saved by not waiving loans can be invested innovatively
for creating agricultural infrastructure that ma es farmers financially
inde endent of the trade cartels that tend to ex loit them, and can
thus enable the cultivators of the land to rea the maximum benefit
of their own roduce. t both the entral and the tate levels, the
government has repeatedly failed to break the stranglehold of this vicious
cartelization, and most of their efforts to develop basic agricultural
infrastructure (mainly through the creation of cold storage facilities) has
benefitted the middlemen more than the farmers.

more harm than good to both
the farmer as well as to the
nation’s fragile agrarian economy.
It is also unfair to those
hardworking rural folk who
struggle to repay their debts and
eventually succeed in doing so, and
it will tend to encourage the wrong
sorts of behavior including lax
credit discipline and the use of
borrowed funds for nonagricultural purposes. The sooner
we realize this basic truth, the
better it will be for the longterm growth and development
prospects of India.
ost loan waivers are neither
egalitarian nor productive in
nature, and at best similar to an
analgesic which is unlikely to
address the underlying com lex
challenges faced by the rural
economy and only serves to
obfuscate their optimal solutions.
A satisfactory answer to this
vexing issue may necessitate some
hard policy decisions, which could
be politically unpalatable, and
thus, difficult to im lement. o
doubt, populist moves directed
at the agrarian community usually
reap substantial political dividends
and so have the backing of deeply
entrenched
vested
interests.
owever,
in
this
highly
competitive and borderless world,
populism of all kinds should
be eschewed, and seriously
rethinking the cost-effectiveness
of loan waivers in the larger
interest of the nation may be a
logical place to begin. The winds
of change are blowing, but not yet
at the pace many of us would like
to see.

Conclusion

For most political parties, farm loan waivers have been a handy tool
to ex eriment with their vacillating electoral fortunes, es ecially close
to poll time. Unfortunately, this does – particularly in the long run –
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S

everal instances of debt forgiveness, debt cancellation or loan waivers
can be found in world history, the recent one where the UP
government waived farmer loans, albeit, selectively, being another case
in point. Loan waivers imply partial or total cancellation of obligations
owed by individuals, corporations, or nations. It may also include
gracious gestures by the lender of slowing or stopping the growth of
debt.
Loan or debt forgiveness acts have been promulgated for individuals
who have availed of student loans or housing loans. In most countries,
if a very large corporate becomes severely indebted, the public sector
takes it over to avoid closure and ensures that the employees and other
stakeholders do not suffer. Alternately it could take the form of
debt equity swaps or the creditor may accept preference shares. The
panacea offered by the IMF and the moral hazard created by it for that
matter, is often quoted when solutions to indebtedness of countries and
governments are discussed. The Brady Plan, the Jubilee 2000 and the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative are also loan waiver
options that have available to countries which were highly leveraged.

Loan Waivers: Housing Loans

Individuals avail of loans for various purposes including housing,
financing of medical ex enses, student loans, ersonal ex enditures
to buy electronic and household equipment. The most potent and
burdensome of these are the housing loans and student loans. The
sian risis, the ub rime risis and the uro risis, all saw excessive
leveraging in favour of the real estate sector, the bursting of the real
estate bubble and panic both among the borrowers and the lenders alike.
The Asian Crisis was preceded by a heady optimism in the Asian
Miracle, a concept promoted by none other than the World Bank. The
admix of ca ital account and financial sector liberalisation resulted in
huge ca ital in ows. The not so well develo ed ban ing sector lent
liberally, es ecially to the ro erty sector. Data relating to ex osure of
banks to the property sector for 1998 indicates that it ranged from 15%
to 25% in Korea and 40% to 55% in Hong Kong. Asset prices were on
the rise initially and till then there were no worries. However, once the
correction in asset prices began on account of slow overall economic
growth there was pandemonium. It is pertinent to add here that in Hong
Kong particularly, there has been a rise in property prices by 73% during
2010-13. The Hong Kong Monetary Authority has now placed a cap
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on the home loan amounts to cool
of ro erty rices to some extent.
The subprime crisis in the US and
the Euro crisis saw a sharp rise
in the household leverage due to
the steep rise in house pries as is
evident from Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Rise in household
leverage on account of house
prices
The initial fall in price wiped
out optimism in buyers, the
consequent toughening credit
-leverage resulted in lesser
borrowing, forcing more sellers to
hold the assets causing a further
fall in the house prices, several
times bigger. During and after the
crisis ends, many businesses and
individuals went bankrupt and
unemployed, the economies were
disrupted, and several businesses
were on the verge of shutting
down. The governments will then
faced the choice of whom and at
what cost to assist.
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In its efforts to mitigate the crisis, the governments in all these
economies have intervened in different ways, sometimes inefficiently.
n all the above crises, the governments were su orting the financial
sector by holding the federal funds rate near ero. overnment bailouts,
even if they were all for the public good, caused resentment from those
who are not bailed out.
In America, over 4 to 7 million home loans were foreclosed as a result
of the American mortgage crisis, and an estimated average of 20 million
people thrown out of their homes for defaulting, double the number of
eo le in reece. The government in its efforts to hel homeowners
in some cases temporarily reduced their interest payments but this too
failed. or sub rime loans the loan to value ratio was 4 % to
% and
the rate of new defaults was .4% er month by the end of
.
Reducing principal seems a better way to help homeowners and lenders
and the country at the same time. ohn eana o los from ale
niversity ex lains with an exam le. onsider a
,
sub rime loan
on a house that is now worth only
, . f the borrower loses his
job or finds his earnings ros ects are reduced, he will default. The
lender will then end u with about 4 , . ut if the loan is forgiven
down to
,
both the lender and the borrower can be made better
off. The borrower might choose to stay in his house and continue to
pay the mortgage, or he might decide to sell the house as expeditiously
as ossible, returning
,
to the lender and oc eting the
,
himself. ither way the lender is better than the loss of 4 ,
otherwise.
The exam le of reece could ex lain the uro ean scenario. ven
when it was realised that reece s debts were unsustainable, the
uro ean
ommission, the
uro ean
entral an and the
nternational onetary und continued to lend reece more money
to pay the interest on the old debt, adding the new loans to the debt
burden of the country. The slowdown in the D has led to a debt to
D ratio for reece of about
%. The ree have been rotesting
the ill effects of the austerity rograms, while the erman tax ayer is
angered that its government is lending the ree s still more money when
they now the old debt will not be re aid. gain here too if a art loan
forgiveness along with some reforms was offered, the situation may
have been better. reform in the tax structure and education system
could have along with a debt forgiveness been a better o tion. The
erman tax ayer can acce t that getting re aid half is better than a
ree colla se in which ermany does not get aid at all.
While offering a loan waiver on home loans it is necessary to divide
buyers of housing into two different ty es. The first ty e is those who
are genuine buyers for consumption of housing services, and the second
are s eculative investors. uyers in the first category rent the houses
they purchase to themselves and if the waiver is to be given it should
be for this category. uyers in the second grou are those investing in
housing as an asset for capital gains; they are mostly speculators and
care should be ta en to ensure that any gratis by the government or
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financial institution does not reach
this grou . dditionally selective
credit control measures through
the monetary policy by lending
only for consumption demand
would go a long way in reducing
the bad debts in this sector. The
squeeze on mortgage lending to
speculators will discourage such
borrowers but not borrowing for
consumption demand thereby
ensuring a more realistic asset
rice structure too.
The above analysis certainly does
not preclude the fact that the
financial sector must ado t
prudential norms while disbursing
loans. xcessive ca ital ows and
the liberalisation in the financial
sector caused the financial
institutions to throw all caution
to the winds and lend
indiscriminately.
The
moral
hazard
created
by
the
governments when loan waivers
are offered could stimulate such
indiscriminate lending.

Loan Waivers : Student
Loans

etween
and
4, the total
volume of outstanding federal
student debt in the USA nearly
uadru led to sur ass
.
trillion, the number of student
loan borrowers more than
doubled to 42 million, and default
rates among recent student loan
borrowers rose to their highest
levels in twenty years. This
increase in debt and default and
more widespread concern about
the effects of student loan debt
on young mericans lives has
contributed to a belief that there
is a crisis in student loans. This
data given by Adam Looney and
onstantine annelis from the
Treasury and the De artment of
conomics, tanford res ectively
suggest that there is a cause for
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concern. Moreover, the data shows that a larger number of students are
borrowers from for rofit schools for 4 year rogramme and, to a lesser
extent, year institutions. t may be relevant to add here that the default
in loans among borrowers for 4 year rogrammes in not for rofit
institutions is far lesser as the labour mar et is more favourable towards
these student graduates.
oan forgiveness in the
is covered under
bama tudent oan
orgiveness which is the o ular name for a rogramme actually called
the illiam D. ord Direct oan rogram. f a borrower whose income
is below a certain level owes 4 ,
in ubsidi ed loans, the interest on
this loan would normally be
.
er month, but the borrower would
ualify for ayment of
. . Thus
.4 of interest er month is
forgiven. f this ersons financial situation does not change for three
years, they would be forgiven
.4 x
4, . . gain, there is
a category nown as the ublic service loan forgiveness. n the ublic
service loan forgiveness rogram, you may ualify for forgiveness after
years or
ayments instead of the standard
year forgiveness.
This has been introduced so as to encourage eo le to o t for
rofessions li e teaching, olice service etc within the ambit of ublic
service which generally fetch lower salaries.
The moral ha ard that the federally bac ed loan rogram creates has
resulted in some schools with the worst em loyment records for recent
graduates have students with the highest levels of law school loan debt.
ush niversity survey suggests that, the average redicted debt on
leaving university for
students is
,
for those starting in
,
rising to
,4 for
entrants. lso the average annual debts had
risen .4% in the ast year more than in ation to , . This may
be the result of students struggling to find art time and tem orary jobs
because of the economic climate, as well as rising costs of ex enses,
such as travel and energy. urrently more than
billion is loaned
to students each year. This is li ely to grow ra idly over the new few
years and the
overnment ex ected the value of outstanding loans
to reach over
billion
4
rices in
and continue to
increase in real terms to around
billion
4
rices by the
middle of this century.

is rudence on the art of the
lender to assess the credibility of
the borrower. tringent norms
and strict self su ervision needs
to be ado ted by the financial
sector so as not to lend excessively
to a articular sector, which leaves
it vulnerable in the event of a
s eculative attac or crisis.
lso, debt does not disa ear.
Tax ayers are burdened and it
is generally seen that it leads
to a roblem of moral ha ard.
The story of the ant and the
grassho er is well nown. The
difference here is in the ending
where the grassho er in s ite of
its non thrifty attitude, gets by as
the government waives off the
loan burden. The traditional idea
that the res onsibility of a loan
must fall upon those who borrow
and lend has much truth.

raduates will have to ay bac their loans only once they start earning
, , and outstanding debt will be written off after
years.
n a new re ort by the igher ducation olicy nstitute,
, about
4 in each
lent is un aid. oncerns have been growing for some
time about the soaring cost of the loans, which cannot be recou ed if
students do not earn enough to meet the
,
re ayment threshold,
move overseas or return home to
countries and become
uncontactable.

Conclusion

Debt cancellation in general is welcome. m irical data suggests that
it is a better o tion to further loans being offered to offset the current
ones even if at a lower rate of interest. This is a better solution when
the economy is faced with unsustainable debt. hat is definitely needed
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Analysis of Loan Waiver
MEDC Research Team
Introduction
Agriculture in India has been facing many issues — fragmented land
holding, depleting water table levels, deteriorating soil quality, rising
input costs, low productivity. Considering the fact that agriculture is still
the mainstay of the Indian economy, employing around 60% of the total
workforce; this does not bode well for the country. Add to these vagaries
of the monsoon. Output prices may not be remunerative. Farmers are
often forced to borrow to manage expenses. Also, many small farmers
not eligible for bank credit borrow at exorbitant interest rates from
private sources.
Farmer’s takes loans like crop loans or investment loans to buy
equipment. Both farmers and banks reap a good harvest when all
conditions are well, but when there is a poor monsoon or natural
calamity, farmers may be unable to repay loans. The rural distress in such
situations often prompts States or the Centre to offer relief - reduction
or complete waiver of loans.
When nature rides roughshod over debt-ridden farmers in the form of
erratic monsoon and crop failures, they face grim options. Indebtedness
is a key reason for the many farmer suicides in the country. In India
one finds that farmers who form % of the o ulation account for
15.3% of suicides, while those in the secure service industry (including
Government and Public Sector Undertakings) who account for about
2.4% of the population account for 9.8% of the cases!!!!

Essentially, the Centre or States take over the liability of farmers and
repay the banks. Waivers are usually selective — only certain loan types,
categories of farmers or loan sources may qualify. For instance, in 2008,
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crop loans and investment loans
were waived for marginal and
small farmers (those with less than
2 hectares of land ownership);
other farmers were only given a 25
per cent reduction.
Loan waivers provide some
relief to farmers in such situations,
but there are debates about the
long-term effectiveness of the
measure. Critics demand making
agriculture sustainable by reducing
inefficiencies, increasing income,
reducing costs and providing
protection through insurance
schemes. Such measures can
erode credit discipline and may
make banks wary of lending
to farmers in the future. It also
ma es a shar dent in the finances
of the government that finances
the write-off.

Recent events :

The UP government’s waiver of
farmer loans, dramatic protests
by Tamil Nadu farmers in Delhi
- have once again brought farm
loan write-offs under public glare.
According to a recent SBI report,
the total outstanding credit (2016)
for agriculture sector was Rs.
86,241.20 crore in Uttar Pradesh
with average ticket size of Rs. 1.34
lakh.
“According to RBI data (2012),
31 per cent of direct agriculture
finance went to marginal and
small farmers (landholdings up
to 2.5 acres). Taking this as a
proxy for Uttar Pradesh as well,
approximately Rs. 27,419.70 crore
will have to be waived off in
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case loan waiver scheme is implemented for the small and marginal
farmers for all banks,” said the report.

Governments Initiatives for Farm Loan Waiver

n a first in the era of economic liberalisation, then finance minister
P. Chidambaram announced the Agricultural Debt Waiver and Debt
Relief (ADWDR) scheme in Budget 2008-09. The ADWDR was
recognition of the plight of the farmers suffering from an acute agrarian
crisis and an attempt to provide some relief. The ADWDR scheme
provided for full waiver on all ‘eligible loans’ overdue on December
31, 2007, for marginal (holding up to one hectares) and small (holding
between one to two hectares) farmers, and a one-time settlement scheme
for farmers holding more than two hectares of land under which a
rebate of 25% was given against the payment of the balance 75% of the
loan before June 30, 2009.
There was some genuine criticism of ADWDR scheme was that it did
not take into consideration the plight of a large majority of famers who
borrow from moneylenders and other informal sources, and that it did
not consider agricultural laborers. It was also criticized on the grounds
of being merely a poll sop, a waste of public resources and worse,
was seen as an encouragement for farmers to default on loans. While
there is merit in the argument that public resources must be used with
utmost care so that it reaches the intended beneficiaries, there is also an
abhorrent class-bias and double standard in some of these criticisms.

by 2022 were asserted, there was
a reduction in food and fertilizer
subsidies in the Union Budget
2016-17. Let’s hope for the best in
future, I believe that Government
will take better initiative in future.

Sources :
• The
•

indu

usiness ine

industan Times

• The

ire

• entences of
r.
rvind
Subramanian, Chief Economic
Adviser to the Government of
India

Some state governments like Punjab and Tamil Nadu have recently
implemented their own farm debt waiver schemes. The Centre should
come up with a scheme in consultation with various stakeholders like
the state governments and peasant unions. The new scheme must be
designed to enable a waiver of most of the debt taken by poor farmers
and agricultural laborers from formal as well as informal sources.

Conclusion

Despite of all the big push to the agricultural sector, the last Union
Budget turned out to be a missed opportunity to provide genuine relief
to farmers. While the claims of taking steps for doubling farm income
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BACKGROUND

H

abitat in the form of Town to Mega metro is covered under Urban
habitat. The agglomeration of population takes place due to economic,
political, administrative reasons. Industrial development lead to the
urbanization characterized by radial growth around a nucleus. The nucleus
of human habitat is an activity requiring conglomeration of large number of
eo le. Thus it can be an industry, grou of offices, grou of industry ca able
of holding a large number of people etc. The size of activity decides the size
of habitat. In favorable circumstances of interactive growth of activity and
population, a town gets itself transformed into city. At certain geographical
location habitat developed around core touches periphery of another
neighbourhood cluster forming dual nucleus core. Such city with 5 to 6 cores
develops into a Metro City. The development follows close rings around the
core. The type of development also depends on available mode of transport.
With multi core development the Metro transforms itself into Mega-metro.
The urban growth so far is characterized by predominance of mode of
transport particularly surface transport to bring public to core activity. The
growth is in the form of rings that are distinctly associated with mode of
transport. The animal drawn carriers characterized development of
neighbourhood. The Tram added a ring around core city colonies of families
serving core activities. The development of Railways further increased radii
of rings in the form of satellite colonies and characterized simultaneous
development of several rings. The predominance of car transport characterizes
a development ring, several rings apart from core, city of sprawling residences
of rich away from city crowd and pollution.
Consider the example of Mumbai. Its development started with Fort as a core.
The rings of development in the form of suburbs were added characterized by
bus and Tram transportation system. Those lead to development of twin core
in the form of Nariman Point. Theinteractive development of core and rings
resulted in contiguousdevelopment triggered by rail transport. The core activity
initially was in the form of administration and international trade mainly
by sea links. The core activities resulted in sub core activities in the form of
industrial activity like textile, automobile, chemical etc. The development of air
transport added one more core activity in the form of international backyard
serving international population by providing health service, leisure &
recreation service, hospitality service etc. Thus the development is marked with
complicated system of variety of core and sub core activities. This has resulted
in contiguous development in Mumbai Metropolitan Region. Now core
activities requiring concentrated human activities are vanishing. He
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concentrartion of human habitat are
creating problems regarding supply
of essentials, disposal of waste. The
pattern of habitats also converting
natural resources such as storm water
into waste. Centralisation of these
supply and disposal activities have
resulted in problems that have
no solution. It is necessary to
decentralise the activities to make our
cities clan and healthy.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

The Maharashtra state is blessed with
one megacity, one metro, and three
budding metros. The development
expenditure is Rs. 10000 cr and
Rs 4000 cr per annum respectively for
Mega City (MMR) and other cities in
the state. The projected expenditure
for next ten years for MMR is
Rs. 20000 cr per annum i.e. about
Rs. 10000 per capita. The present
servicing cost per capita per annum
works out to Rs.1500. Due to additional
development the cost will increase
to Rs. 3000/. The income and
population follows 80 : 20 rule. Thus
20% population accounts for 80%
income and 20% income is shared by
80% population. So the present cost
of annual servicing is sustainable to
only 50% population. After 10 years
it will be sustainable for only 30 %
population. This is bound to generate
disintegration. So why not make
conscious efforts to develop
sustainable infrastructure. The Model
for the development is required
to be based on modern / future
technologies.
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The development of the order of 10000 cr requires manpower of about 10 lac
wor ers. t is seen that at the first o ortunity the construction wor ers tend to
switch over to other jobs. Thus there is addition of 50000 persons per annum.
If development is done at the rate of Rs 20000 cr. per annum, then the addition
will be at the rate of lac ersons er annum. n addition the activity adds to
Transportation – material & labour. The material requires about 1000 truck
tri s er day due to long haulages. n umbai the minimum haulage involved
is 35 km and maximum is 500 km. These factors add to the construction cost
in the ega city. t is seen that construction cost in etro is at lest % costlier
than other regions of
and
% costlier than other arts of the tate.
imilarly the maintenance cost is also % costlier than that in other art of the
state. The major cost of maintenance, of about %, is towards trans ortation
and dis osal of waste material li e garbage, storm water sewage.
D is
already finding difficult to finance the develo ment rojects.
ll these factors ma ing concrete jungle with o ulation density of
ersons acre, long distance about
m ca ita trans ort etc
ollution
of air with heavy metals, generation of green gases and other environmental
woes as also diminishing returns on the investment. The umbai is now a
major generator of green gases. The green gas generation of umbai is almost
e ual to rest of aharashtra state. The major contributors are trans ort, water,
electrical energy re uirement and construction wor s. Day by day er ca ita
generation of green gases is increasing ex onentially. umbai,s carbon
foot rint is similar to that of develo ed nation. The climate change is no more
a threat but reality as re ected by recent ash oods. ow green initiative
li e switching off engine at signal or using car ool or solar water heaters for
households can hardly ma e any im act. nvironment demands drastic action
that can reduce generation of green gases by half.
This has resulted in dis arity in develo ment of other arts of the tate and
. n
itself, it triggered the develo ment of infrastructure that
is becoming unsustainable. The basic infrastructure such as water su ly
management, waste management etc is now on the verge of brea down. The
growth of umbai has reached to the stage that is resulting in no im rovement
in the living standards of the citi ens. The reduction in environmental woes is
ossible with reduction of trans ort needs or change in mode of trans ort.
This can be done in phases.
n the first hase, the trans ortation of basic resources must be reduced.
Thus the water available from the s y catchment should be used instead of
trans orting it from hundreds of ms. imillarly sewage and garbage
generated should be utili ed in the neighbourhood. Thirdly the air uality
should be maintained in the s ace above habitat and renewable energy, available
locally should be used. This would re uire an o en lot of about
s .m.
erson around built s ace. The solid waste generation can be reduced by
curbing waste generating rocesses. Thus instead of raw vegetables and other
raw materials ready to use materials be made use of in etros. t is said that
io technology has the otential to roduce everything needed for food,
clothing shelter by using solar energy in the immediate neighbourhood for
which an o en lot is re uired. t may be ossible to use amboo Tea wood
instead of steel for housing.
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ven if we ma e rules regulation
for im lementing the above actions,
it is hardly ossible to im lement as
there are no o en s aces left. imilar
is the dis arity of energy re uirement
for trans ort of goods and human.
This dis arity o ens u alternative
to develo ment of
etros in
the form of satellite towns. uch
alternative was tried for development
of avi umbai but was roved to
be economically non feasible, and
ultimately lead to its connection
to umbai by suburban train. The
ex eriment was
years ahead of
time. ow with develo ment in Tele
communication,
iotechnology,
viation technology and
ano
technology, such an idea is very
much feasible. uch develo ment can
now spread over the entire state and
ultimately lead to abolition of rural
urban distinction.

DEVELOPMENT OF
VIRTUAL METRO

The alternative to contiguous
development is to make use of eco
friendly locations available in the
neighbourhood of some town with
natural resources as irtual umbai.
Thus we can consider example of
arad. arad is eco friendly location
for human habitat with good climate,
availability of abundant water, fertile
land, fresh air, abundant solar & wind
energy. The cost of develo ment
of infrastructure for human habitat
in arad can be
to % of that
re uired in umbai. Thus it is an
ideal place to develop as virtual
umbai. The umbaites now acce t
one hour distance of travel for work.
arad is just 4 minutes away from
umbai by air. o it can be acce ted
as esidential area as also for lodging
transit o ulation visiting umbai
for
business
purposes.
The
rocessing for goods generating
waste and re uired in umbai can
be done here so as to make available
ero waste goods in umbai. The
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waste can be recycled here. The standard of living for servicing population will
be much better than that in Mumbai.
Another example is Lavasa or Sahara City which are being developed as hill
stations because of their potential for recreation and entertainment. It is having
good climate, adequate supply of water, good food i.e. it has all inputs essential
for becoming desirable human habitat. If its distance from Mumbai or Pune
is reduced to about an hour or so, it can be coveted place for living. It can be a
coveted place for transit passengers like air line crew or visiting businessmen.
It can be residential complex for industrialists or businessmen. It will be
eco-friendly habitat with waste recycling facility. Unlike Metros where recycling
becomes unsustainable, here recycled sewage can be used for farming in the
neighbourhood.
Virtual Metro away from Real Metro, Metro location, will now be possible in
near future due to development of General Aviation with VTOL & STOL
lanes and centralised air traffic control. Till it is fully ado ted here, elico ters
can provide the connectivity. Another factor that has made Virtual Metro a
reality is the development in Telecommunication, Nano-technology and
io technology. The technologies have made office wor ing without need
to physical nearness, eliminating volume advantage in production and use of
natural processes for industrial products. Thus now it is possible to make
Bamboo of strength equal to that of steel and thus it can replace steel, at least,
in building industry.
The general aviation can instantly transport fresh non processed dairy and
other ready to use food products to the Real Metros. This can eliminate waste
generation in the Metros. All this by spending only 30 to 40% of cost required
to be spent in Metros. Another advantage is the reduction in disparity between
Urban & Rural population. The explosion in Tele communication technology
has created a very good platform for launching Virtual Metros. The technology
has reduced the need of physical contacts for managing & administering the
tate as also ndustry. The resent trend of locating bac offices in services
industry can be changed to locating front offices in towns and bac office in
Mantralaya. This will enable to reduce synthetic energy requirement and enable
use of renewable energy to great extent. Thus human habitat can be planned
near to water source and so as to have sufficient breathing s ace to recycle solid
& liquid waste and use recycled waste for agricultural purposes. Lavasa type
development can thus transform every town.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FOR VIRTUAL MUMBAI

Maharashtra has 20 airports. Except
for 3 airports all are dormant.
These are now liability to the state
Government without giving any
financial benefit. The air orts are not
financially sustainable. n any case
Nagpur model is of no use for
development of other airports. So
the other airports are required to be
developed as Virtual Mumbai. These
towns have some services or other
to offer to the Metro. Those services
can be exported to the Metros on
daily basis from the towns. Such
connectivity can also improve state
administration. Each town will
have Virtual Mantralaya which can
sto ow of eo le from towns to
Mantralaya in Mumbai. The Virtual
Mumbai, thus, can promote all
inclusive development of human
habitat – without distinction whether
it is urban or rural and rich or poor.
This can lead to uniform standard
of living for Rural and Urban
population. Such development will be
self sustainable without the need for
any subsidies and can earn Carbon
subsidy..

AVIATION AS TRANSPORT FOR VIRTUAL METRO

The Aviation Technology is now witnessing simultaneous developments in
Micro – scale and Mega – scale. On one hand man is attempting to build bigger
air crafts, covering celestial distances without stoppages and simultaneously
develo ing efficient short distance aircrafts without need of elaborate
navigation techniques. The technologies are now available for aircrafts with
very short landing and takeoff or even with vertical landing and takeoff. Now
Satellite based Navigation systems are being attempted that can enable to
manage navigation of aircrafts all over the country from one location. It can
also handle much more volume of air traffic. uch develo ment can create
Virtual Metro in every Town.
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Strategic Development of Islands by
states for their accelerated growth
through Secured Governance
Dr. P Sekhar

Dr. P Sekhar

Author of Blue Economy – For a Trillion Dollar Economic Growth
through Secured Governance

Introduction

B

lue Economy is a novel concept which envisaged as the integration
of Marine and Inland water based Economy development with the
principles of social inclusion, environmental sustainability and
innovative, dynamic business models. Indian water resources have huge
potential to deliver growth and jobs and generate a gross added value
of almost
trillion
. la h crores for coming years. ndia
is endowed with more than ,
islands. ere ecured overnance
suggests a strategy that Islands could be distributed to all Indian
states and nion Territories for smart city develo ment. Through this
strategic approach, the landlocked states could get a platform to
perform in the blue economy activity.

India Blue Economy at a Glance

The concept of blue
economy issubject to
multiple
interpretations
becauseof the coverage
of activities, geographical
locations and sectors.
ecent various global
evidence show that blue
economy is emerging as
a dynamic component
of some economies, thus
generating
interest
for its comprehensive
development
through
formulating
national
policies, evolving strategies
at the national level and
arousing debate in the
global platform to highlight the importance of the issue and initiative
global plan of action to focus on inland water, ocean and other related
activities. The potential of the island for smart city development
depends on the effectiveness of blue economic governance both at the
national and the global level. It refers to the provisions, regulations and
mechanisms surrounding access, management and control of island
and the smart city-relatedactivities. Even, smart city development
could create a positive impact and ensure to bring Social and economic
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benefits to local communities of
Islands. Sustainable renewable
energy development in Islands
can play a vital role in social and
economic development, as well as
climate adaptation and mitigation.

Secured Governance
(SG) Strategy of Smart
City development in
Islands

One of the strategies of the SG
is to utilize the Blue Economy
Concept as a tool to implement
Smart City development in
Islands by Indian states for
economic growth of the nation.
The final goals are not just
economic growth and quality of
life for all people, but sustainable
smart cities while ensuring that it
meets the needs of present and
future generations with respect to
economic, social, environmental
as well as cultural aspects. The
smart cities in Island could help
the Indian Economy to provide
long-term funding and more
employment opportunities in
future. Moreover, it opens an
avenue for meeting finance
related obligations of Indian
states and nion Territories.
The majority of the investments
could be made by the private
entities or foreign investors which
would definitely re uire huge
bank funding. The government
could grant additional FSI to the
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private stakeholders for other projects in the same zone giving way to
smooth ow of funds.
“Value and Valuation of the allied projects will make it a selfsustaining mechanism while bringing unprecedented growth and
development for the region.”
This valuation of infrastructure growth is not channeli ed towards
infrastructure develo ment and results in ine ualities.

The mart
ity develo ment
would be an ambitious economic
development programme aimed
at consolidating the international
business and financial
by
creating ideal conditions for
wor ing, living and s urring
investment across the island.
slands have great otentialities
in smart city development ; it
will
accelerate
employment
o ortunities,
romote local
economic growth and create an
effective roadmap that derogates
the financial obligations of tates
and nion Territories of ndia.

Figure 1 : Secured Governance Funding Mechanism to develop
HUBs or Smart Cities

Conclusion

timum and efficient utilisation of water resources is at the core
of the blue economy. inga ore is a grou of slands without natural
resources. ven it is to be a leader in im lementing the smart city
conce t and moves to be a smart ation. n ndia, there are more than
,
slands with abundant natural resources and beautiful scenery.
ome of these islands are e ual or even larger in si e of inga ore.
These islands could be leased out by the central government to state
governments for smart city develo ment and other economic activities,
based on the o ulation of the state. very sland would be one of blue
economy resources which facilitates greater use of unta ed economic
growth in a much bigger way, in turn, may raise the contribution
of smart city develo ment to the major ortion of the economy.
Develo ment of smart city rojects with rivate ca ital through
ublic rivate artici ation
route has become one of the
commonly ac uired rocurement strategies in develo ed and
develo ing countries. The develo ment of smart cities in slands would
be o ening u a lethora of investment o ortunities. The mart ity
cheme rovides an enabling framewor and a ac age of attractive
fiscal and non fiscal incentives to investors for the develo ment of
smart cities across the island. ven it would be a new initiative to
stimulate innovative scientific and technological activities, rovide
technology driven facilities to the business community and create a
vibrant city lifestyle.
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Maha Facts & Figures

OVERVIEW OF THE STATE
M

aharashtra occupies the western & central part of the country and
has a long coastline stretching nearly 720 km along the Arabian
Sea. The Sahyadri mountain ranges provide a natural backbone to
the State on the west, while the Satpuda hills along the north and
Bhamragad-Chiroli-Gaikhuri ranges on the east serve as its natural
borders. The State is surrounded by Gujarat to the north west, Madhya
Pradesh to the north, Chhattisgarh to the east, Telangana to the south
east, Karnataka to the south and Goa to the south west.
The State enjoys tropical monsoon climate. The hot scorching summer
from March onwards is followed by monsoon in early June. The rich
green cover of the monsoon season persists during the mild winter that
follows through an unpleasant October transition.
Maharashtra is the second largest state in India in terms of population
and has geographical area about 3.08 lakh sq. km. As per Population
Census-2011, the population of the State is 11.24 crore which is 9.3 per
cent of the total population of India and is highly urbanised with 45.2
per cent people residing in urban areas.
umbai, the ca ital of aharashtra and the financial ca ital of ndia,
houses the head uarters of most of the major cor orate financial
institutions. India’s main stock exchanges
& capital market and commodity exchanges are located in Mumbai. The
State has 36 districts, which are divided into six revenue divisions viz.
Konkan, Pune, Nashik, Aurangabad, Amravati and Nagpur.
Well developed infrastructure, abundant natural resources, connectivity
to all major areas, skilled manpower and quality education make
Maharashtra an ideal destination for setting up of new industries. The
State has focused on development of infrastructure & smart cities.

has contributed in the field of
music. Maharashtra also has a
very good theatre tradition.
Maharashtra celebrates all major
religious festivals from around
the world in a peaceful and
harmonious manner. As such the
tate has layed a significant role
in the social and political sphere
of the nation.
Monuments such as Ajanta, Ellora
and Elephanta caves, Gateway of
India and architectural structures
like Viharas and Chaityas attract
tourists from all over the world.
The State also has a traditional
high reputation for religious
tourism and popular for ecotourism. It has produced many
important personalities covering
almost every aspect of human
development. The State has
sizable contribution in sports,
arts, literature and social services.
The world famous film industry,
popularly known as ‘Bollywood’
is located in the State. All of the
above factors make Maharashtra a
dynamic and extravagant place to
live in.

Agriculture is major occupation of the people in Maharashtra. Both
food and cash crops are grown in the State.
Maharashtra is not just a geographical expression but an entity built on
collective efforts of its people. Natural as well as cultural diversities have
helped in the development of a unique Marathi culture. It has its own
spiritual dimension and traditionally known as Land of Saints.
Varied customs and traditions co-exist peacefully in Maharashtra. The
State is well known throughout the country for its rich music and dances.
Lavnis, Bharuds, Povadas, and Gondhals are the major forms of folk
music in the State and represent the best that the Maharashtrian society
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A. MAHARASHTRA AT A GLANCE
Item
1960-61
1970-71 1980-81 1990-91
2000-01
2010-11
2015-16
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
1. Geographical Area306
308
308
308
308
308
308
('000 sq. km.)
2. Administrative Setup Revenue Divisions
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
Districts
26
26
28
31
35
35
36
@@
@@
355
355
Talukas
229
235
301
303
353
Inhabited villages
35,851
35,778
39,354
40,412
41,095
40,959
40,959
Un-inhabited villages
3,016
2,883
2,479
2,613
2,616
2,706
2,706
#
Towns
266
289
307
336
378
534
534
3. Population as per Census–
(1961)
(1971)
(1981)
(1991)
(2001)
(2011)
(2011)
(in '000)
Total
39,554
50,412
62,784
78,937
96,879
1,12,374
1,12,374
Males
20,429
26,116
32,415
40,826
50,401
58,243
58,243
49
Females
19,125
24,296
30,369
38,111
46,478
54,131
54,131
ANNEXURE 4.1
Rural
28,391
34,701
40,791
48,395
55,778
61,556
61,556
GROUPWISE
CONSUMER
PRICE
NUMBERS41,101
FOR RURAL MAHARASHTRA
Urban
11,163
15,711
21,993 INDEX
30,542
50,818
50,818
Scheduled Castes
2,227
3,177
4,480
8,758
9,882
13,276
13,276
(Base Year - 2003)
Scheduled Tribes
2,397
3,841 Pan, Supari
5,772
7,318 Clothing, 8,577
10,510All
10,510
&
Fuel, Power &
Year on Year
Year/ Month
Food
&
Miscellaneous
Commodities
Inflation
Density of population
129
164 Tobacco204 Light 257 Bedding
315
365
365rate
Footwear
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(per sq. km.)
Literacy rate (percentage)
45.8
76.9 25.80
82.3
82.3
Weight 35.1
52.85
2.1557.1
10.67 64.9
8.53
100.00
-Sex ratio (Females per
936
930
937
934
922
929
929
2004-05
104
105
103
102
102
104
-thousand males)
Percentage of urban
28.22
31.17
35.03
38.69
45.2 107
45.2
2005-06
109
109
108
103 42.43 105
3.8
population
2006-07
118
117
132
105
108
116
7.8
4. State Income –
(At current prices)
2007-08
128
126
176
107
115
128
10.3
+†
State Income (` crore)
2,249
5,780
19,377
68,861
2,43,584
9,50,771 17,48,771
2008-09
142
139
238
110
125
145
13.2+††
Agriculture & allied activities
585
1,078
3,756
12,326
32,711
1,22,932 1,71,898
2009-10
166
156
261
111
136
163
12.8
(` crore)
+††
4,90,096
Industry Sector (` crore)
553
1,732
6,224
22,554
64,942
2,63,512
2010-11
184
174
297
114
150
181
10.9
+††
Service Sector (` crore)
1,111
2,969
9,397
33,981
1,45,931
5,64,326 8,39,651
+
2011-12
201
205
326
119
162
198
9.1
Per capita State income (`)
576
1,168
3,112
8,811
28,540
84,858 1,47,399
5. Rainfall-Per cent to Normal 2012-13
102.3
94.9
222
243
383
125
172
218
10.5
6. Agriculture -(Area in '000 ha)
2013-14
242
264
434
131
10.2
Net area sown
17,878
17,668
18,299
18,565
17,844 192 17,406 241
N.A.
Gross cropped area
18,823
18,737
19,642
21,859
23,175 251
N.A.
2014-15
249
293
467
13321,619 200
4.2
Gross irrigated area
1,220
1,570
2,415
3,319
3,852
@
@
2015-16
262
325
446
2.8##
$
$$ 135
## 205
##258
226
1,076
1,764
2,955
2,447
of which command area^
422
718
274
349
456
137
209
266
3.6
Percentage of gross irrigated 2016-17
6.5
8.4
12.3
15.2
17.8
N.A.
N.A.
area to gross cropped area
April 2016
268
336
453
137
209
263
7.0
7. Area under principal
May
2016
275
339
451
137
209
266
7.0
crops-(in '000 ha)
Rice
1,300
1,352
1,459
1,597
1,512 208 1,516 268
1,503
June 2016
278
349
452
137
4.5
Wheat
907
812
1,063
867
754
1,307
911
July 2016
283
347
451
137
5.7
Jowar
6,284
5,703
6,469
6,300
5,094 210 4,060 271
3,217
Bajra
2,039
1,534
1,940
1,035 269
801
August1,635
2016
279
353
451
137 1,800 209
3.3
All cereals
10,606
10,320 10,976
11,136
9,824
8,985
7,667
September 2016
271
354
455
136
210
265
1.8
All pulses
2,349
2,566
2,715
3,257
3,557
4,038
3,544
October
2016
275
352
454
13713,382 211
1.9
All foodgrains
12,955
12,886
13,691
14,393
13,023 267
11,210
@

N.A. Not Available
@@ Excluding 3 Talukas of Mumbai & Mumbai suburban Districts # Including census towns
November 2016
270
355
453
137
210
265
+ First revised estimates (Base year 2011-12) † Estimates are at market prices
†† Estimates are at basic prices
Note: The estimates of State Income from 1960-61
to
2010-11
are
at
factor
cost
December 2016
264
356
480
136
208
264
th
@ Vide Water Resources Department, GoM G.R. dated 26 August 2016, instructions regarding procedure for collecting data are issued.
Source - Directorate of Economics & Statistics, GoM, Mumbai.
@ Average for 9 months
$ 1961-62
$$ 1991-92
## This includes canals, rivers, nallahas, wells & lift irrigation in command area.
Note - Inflation rate = Percentage rise in the index of the current period over that of corresponding period of the previous year.
^ Command area created by Water Resources Dept.

0.7
0.9
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Maha Facts & Figures
A. MAHARASHTRA AT A GLANCE
Item
(1)
Sugarcane area
Sugarcane harvested area
Cotton
Groundnut

Production of
principal crops(in '000 tonnes)
Rice
Wheat
Jowar
49
Bajra
ANNEXURE 4.1
All cereals
pulses
PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR RURALAll
MAHARASHTRA
All foodgrains
(Base Year - 2003)
Sugarcane
Clothing,
&
Fuel, Power &
All
# Year on Year
Bedding &
Miscellaneous
Light
Commodities
Cotton
(lint) Inflation rate
Footwear
(4)
(5)
(6) Groundnut
(7)
(8)

1960-61
(2)
155
155
2,500
1,083

1970-71
(3)
204
167
2,750
904

1980-81
(4)
319
258
2,550
695

1990-91
(5)
536
442
2,721
864

2000-01
(6)
687
595
3,077
490

2010-11
(7)
1,041
965
3,942
395

2015-16
(8)
N. A.
987
4,207
309

1,369
401
4,224
489
6,755
989
7,744
10,404
1,673
800

1,662
440
1,557
824
4,737
677
5,414
14,433
484
586

2,315
886
4,409
697
8,647
825
9,472
23,706
1,224
451

2,344
909
5,929
1,115
10,740
1,441
12,181
38,154
1,875
979

1,930
948
3,988
1,087
8,497
1,637
10,134
49,569
1,803
470

2,691
2,301
3,452
1,123
12,317
3,096
15,413
85,691
7,473
470

2,593
981
1,205
333
6,896
1,432
8,328
69,235
3,914
334

--

--

--

136.5

127.4

223.8

141.2

(2000-01) (2005-06)

(2010-11)

8.

100.00
9.25.80Index number
of -@
102agricultural
104
-production

10.67

8.53

103

102

108

103

132

105

176

107

238

110

261

111

297

114

326

119

383

125

434

131

192

241

10.2

467

133

Tractors 251
200

4.2

446

135

456

137

107
3.8
10.105Agriculture
Census
Number
of
operational
108
116
7.8
holdings (in '000)
115
128
10.3
Area of operational holdings
125
145
13.2
(in '000 ha)
size of operational
136Average 163
12.8
holdings (ha)
150

181

258
2.8
12.205Forest Area
(sq.km.)
266
3.6
Investment
13.209Industrial
No.
of
projects
approved
209
263
7.0
Proposed Investment (` crore)

453

137

451

137

452

137

451

137

451

137

455

136

454

137

453

137

* 210
Provisional265

480

136

$ 208
Since August
November
264 1991 to0.9

266

267

4,951

6,863

9,470

12,138

13,716

13,699

--

21,179

21,362

20,925

20,103

20,005

19,767

--

4.28

3.11

2.21

1.66

1.46

1.44

(1961)
26,048
10,578

(1966)
25,449
9,902

(1978)
29,642
18,751

(1987)
34,255
24,830

(1997)
39,638
35,392

1,427

3,274

12,917

34,529

79,893

(2007)
35,955
64,756
(2003)
1,05,611

(2012)
32,489
77,795
(2003)
1,05,611

63,544

62,311

64,222

63,798

61,935

61,939

61,622

---

---

---

---

3,268
2,720
1,853
15
260

7,925
7,650
5,312
356
732

17,864
14,034
8,130
1,723
1,779

36,430
29,971
14,706
6,604
5,065

(2015-16)
-19,175
-- 11,09,158

*

(2016-17)
19,437
11,37,783

7.0

14.208Electricity
Kwh)
268 – (Million
4.5
Total generation
210
271
5.7
Total consumption
209Industrial
269consumption
3.3
consumption
210Agricultural
265
1.8
Domestic consumption
211

--

10.9

11.162Livestock
Census9.1198
Total livestock (in '000)
172
218
10.5
Total poultry (in '000)

209

(1970-71) (1980-81) (1990-91)

1.9

# Production
of cotton in 170 kg per bale in '000 bales
0.7

61,209
47,289
18,363
9,940
11,172

83,017
87,396
34,416
16,257
19,546

1,13,787
1,16,743
40,231
28,236
27,001

@ Base : Triennial Average 1979-82=100

GoM, Mumbai.
@ Average for 9 months
ndex of the current period over that of corresponding period of the previous year.
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Maha Facts & Figures
A. MAHARASHTRA AT A GLANCE
Item
(1)

1960-61
(2)

15. Banking - (Scheduled
Commercial)
Banking offices

N.A.

1970-71
(3)

1980-81
(4)

1990-91
(5)

(June 1971)

(June 1981)

(June 1991)

1,471

3,627

2000-01
(6)

2010-11
(7)

(June 2001) (June 2010)

5,591

6,294

2015-16
(8)
(June 2015)

8,037

11,404

(March 1991) (March 2001)

Banking offices for rural
population

N.A.

450

1,355

2,749

2,294

2,170

3,131

34,594
4,178

44,535
6,539

51,045
8,392

57,744
10,424

65,960
11,857

75,695
10,626

98,219
16,044

2,468

5,313

6,119

10,519

15,389

21,357

25,029
49

858

1,985

4.1
3,309 ANNEXURE
6,260

9,267

10,711

6,424

+

16. Education Primary schools
Enrolment (in '000)
Secondary schools
(incl. higher secondary)
Enrolment (in '000)
17. Health Hospitals
Dispensaries
Beds per lakh of population
@

Birth rate
@
Death rate
@
Infant mortality rate

N.A.
N.A.
Year/ Month
N.A.
(1)

34.7
13.8
2005-06 86

18. Transport Railway route length
(Kilometer)
†
Total road length (Kilometer)
of which surfaced
Motor vehicles (in '000)
19. Co-operation Primary agricultural credit
societies
Membership (in lakh)
Total no. of co-op. societies
Total membership (in lakh)
Total working capital of
co-op. societies (` crore)
20. Local Self-Govt. Institutions Zilla Parishads
Gram Panchayats
Panchayat Samitees
Municipal Councils
Municipal Corporations
Nagar Panchayat
Cantonment Boards
* Provisional

GROUPWISE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR RURAL MAHARASHTRA

(1971)
299
1,372
Food
88
(2)

(1981)
(1991)
530
768
Clothing,
Pan, Supari1,776
&
Fuel, Power & 1,896
Bedding &
Tobacco
Light
Footwear
114
144
(3)

(4)

Weight

52.85

2004-05

32.2
12.3
109105

2.15

104

105

118

117

2006-07

5,056

128
5,226

39,241
24,852
100
2010-11

142
65,364
35,853
166
312
184

2007-08
2008-09
2009-10

2011-12

201

109

126

28.5
9.6
79
5,233

139
1,41,131
66,616
156
805
174
205

18,577

(5)

108

26.2
8.2102
60103

20.7
102
7.5
45
105

132

105

108

176

5,434107

103

1,72,965110
1,32,048111
2,641114
297
238
261

326

119

19,565125

21,400

222
20,420

243

383

22
31,565
2014-15
42
2015-16
291

38
42,597
249
86
262
1,489

54
60,747
293
148
325
5,210

79131
1,04,620
467
133
269
446
135
24,284

242

264

(6)

8.53

10.67

2012-13
2013-14

(2001)
1,102
1,544
Miscellaneous
106

434

25.80

115
5,459

(2011)
( 2015)
1368 (Base Year - 2003)
1,402
All
Year on Year
3012
3,087
Commodities
Inflation rate
103
108
(7)
(8)
(2015)
100.00
-16.7
16.3
104
-6.3
5.8
25
21
107
3.8
116
128
5,984

125
145
2,16,968
2,41,712
1,78,999
2,21,182
136
163
6,607
16,990
150
181
162
172
20,551

198
218
21,451

192
241
101
150
1,58,016
2,24,306
200
251
430
530
205
258
1,34,440 2,48,434

2016-17@

274

349

456

137

209

266

April 2016

268

336

453

137

209

263

25
21,636
June 2016
295
July 2016
219
August 2016
3
-September 2016
7
May 2016

275 25
22,300
278
296
283
221
279 4
-271
7

25
24,281
349
296
347
220
353
5
-354
7
339

451
452
451
451
455

29137
25,827137
298
228137
11137
--136
7

October 2016

275

352

454

137

November 2016

270

355

453

December 2016

264

356

480

@ As per Sample Registration Scheme

33
209
27,735
208
321
210
228
209
15
3
210
7

33
266
27,913
268
351
271
222
269
23
4
265
7

7.8
10.3

3,00,789
2,45,214
29,394
10.9
13.2
12.8

9.1

21,102

10.5

*

3.6

$

7.0
(2016-17)
34
7.0
28,332
4.5
351
5.7
234
3.3
27
124
1.8
7

267

1.9

137

210

265

0.7

136

208

264

0.9

† Roads maintained by P.W.D. and Z.P. $ As per State Election Commission (As on 31.12.2016)

*

151
*
1,96,907
4.2
*
499
2.8
*
3,60,545
10.2

211

N.A. Not Available

6,127

+ The source of this information has been changed from year 2011-12. The information is categorised as Primary (1 to 8) and
Source - Directorate of Economics & Statistics, GoM, Mumbai.
@ Average for 9 months
Secondary (including higher secondary) (9
12). Earlier
the rise
information
as Primary
(1of to
7) andyear.Secondary
Noteto
- Inflation
rate = Percentage
in the index of thewas
currentcategorised
period over that of corresponding
period
the previous
(including higher secondary) (8 to 12) and source for 2015-16. This information is U-DISE.
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Maha Facts & Figures
B.

MAHARASHTRA’S COMPARISON WITH INDIA

Item

Unit

(1)
1. Population (2011)

(2)

1.1 Total population

54,131

5,87,585

9.2

In '000

61,556

8,33,749

7.4

Per cent

54.8

68.9

--

In '000

50,818

3,77,106

13.5

Per cent

45.2

31.1

--

Females per
thousand males

929

943

--

Per cent

16.0

17.7

--

82.3

73.0

--

23,786

3,05,924

7.8

49,428

4,81,889

10.3

3.08

32.9

9.4

17,368

1,41,428

12.3

2,00,859

11.6

(Base Year - 2003)

(4)

Footwear
(5)

(6)

9.3

-”-

1.4 Sex Ratio
Miscellaneous

12,10,855

(b) Females

(b Proportion of urban
population to total population

Bedding &

1,12,374

9.3

49

Light

(4)

6,23,270

1.3 (a) Urban population

Clothing,

(3)

58,243

(b Proportion of rural population
to total population

Fuel, Power &

Comparison
with India
(Percentage)
(5)

-”-

PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR RURAL MAHARASHTRA

&

India

(a) Males
1.2 (a) Rural population

ANNEXURE 4.1

In '000

Maharashtra

All

Year on Year

Commodities

Inflation rate

1.5 Decadal growth rate of population
100.00
-(2001-2011)
(7)

(8)

10.67

8.53

25.80

103

102

102

108

103

105

132

105

108

176

107

115

238

110

125

261

111

297

114

150

326

119

162

383

125

172

434

131

467

133

241
10.2
2.4 Percentage
of gross
irrigated area
to
gross
cropped
area
200
251
4.2

446

135

205

456

137

209

266

3.6

453

137

209

263

7.0

451

137

209

266

7.0

452

137

208

268

4.5

451

137

210

271

5.7

451

137

209

269

3.3

455

136

210

265

1.8

454

137

211

267

1.9

453

137

210

480

136

208

104
1.6 Literacy
rate

--

1.7 Population of scheduled castes
and scheduled
tribes
116
7.8
107

3.8

1.8 Total 128
workers 10.3
1.9 Geographical
area
145
13.2

-”In '000
-”Lakh sq. km.

2. 136
Agriculture
163 (2013-14)
12.8
2.1 Net area
181 sown 10.9

In '000 ha

2.2 Gross198
cropped 9.1
area

-”-

23,380

2.3 Gross218
irrigated10.5area

-”-

N.A.

95,772

--

N.A.

47.7

--

1,569

43,632

3.6

-”-

897

30,111

3.0

-”-

3,368

6,084

55.4

-”-

796

7,962

10.0

-”-

7,705

99,359

7.8

-”-

11,129

1,23,524

9.0

-”-

1,096

5,010

21.9

-”-

966

N.A.

--

-”-

4,171

12,038

34.6

-”-

319

5,163

6.2

192

Per cent

2.5 Area under
principal
crops
258
2.8
(average for years 2011-12 to 2013-14)
(i) Rice

(ii) Wheat

(iii) Jowar
(iv) Bajra

(v) All cereals

(vi) All foodgrains (cereals and pulses)
(vii) Sugarcane Area
Harvested Area
265

(viii) Cotton
264

In '000 ha

0.7
0.9

(ix) Groundnut
N.A. Not Available

GoM, Mumbai.
@ Average for 9 months
ndex of the current period over that of corresponding period of the previous year.
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Maha Facts & Figures
MAHARASHTRA’S COMPARISON WITH INDIA--- contd.
Item

Unit

Maharashtra

India

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Comparison
with India
(Percentage)
(5)

3. Livestock census
3.1Total livestock (2012)

In '000

32,489

5,12,057

6.3

3.2Wheel Tractors (2003)

-”-

106

2,361

4.5

3.3Diesel engines & Electric pumps
for irrigation (2003)

-”-

1,174

15,684

7.5

Sq.km.

61,622

7,64,566

8.1
49

4. Forests
4.1Total forest area (2015)
5. Industry
5.1 Industrial Investment
(a) Projects approved

ANNEXURE 4.1

$

(b) Proposed investment

GROUPWISE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX NUMBERS FOR RURAL MAHARASHTRA

Number
Year/ Month
(1)

6. Electricity (2014-15)
6.1 Total generation
#

6.2 Total consumption
6.3 (a) Industrial consumption

(March 2016)

2004-05
2005-06
2006-07

2.15

Per cent

109
117

11,37,783

Fuel, Power &
Light

1,12,855
108
41,522
132

2008-09

142

139

2009-10

166

156

184

174

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
@

2016-17

8.2 Per capita income at current prices
April 2016
8.3 Gross State Domestic Product
June 2016
(GSDP) at market prices / Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) at market
July 2016
prices
August 2016

8.53

1,03,779
103

176

2011-12

Bedding &
Footwear
(5)

(4)

126

Number

1,08,310
Clothing,

10.67

128

8. State / National Income (2015-16)
8.1 Nominal Income

(3)

109-”-”118

2012-13
7.2 Towns and Villages having banking

offices (March 2015)

Tobacco

Million
kwh. 105
104

2010-11

7.1 Banking offices

Food

52.85

(b) Percentage of industrial
2007-08
consumption to total consumption
7. Banking (Scheduled commercial)

` crore Pan, Supari &
(2)

Weight

19,437

36.8

102
103
105

11,16,850
102
8,14,250
105
2,84,074
108

114

125

243

383

264

3,076
434

131

249

293

467

133

262

325

446

17,48,771
336

(8)

297

-”242

`

(7)
100.00

111

222

268

(6)
25.80

110

119

349

Inflation rate

261

326

274

Year on Year

238

205

+

456

1,47,399
453

135
137

451
20,01,223

137

+

34.9

104
107
116

--

9.3
-13.9
3.8
14.6
7.8
--

128

10.3

125

145

13.2

136

163

12.8

150

181

10.9

162

198

9.1

172

218

10.5

241

10.2

251

4.2

1,32,587
44,755
192
200
205

1,20,83,093

+

10.0

All
Commodities

Miscellaneous

115

201

` crore

1,14,10,426

107

11,789

17.9

(Base Year - 2003)

+

209

94,178
209

258
266

9.0

6.9

2.8

14.5
3.6

+

209
1,36,75,331

263

+

7.0

` crore
275

339

278

349

452

137

208

268

4.5

283

347

451

137

210

271

5.7

279

353

451

137

209

269

3.3

September 2016

271

354

455

136

210

265

1.8

October 2016

275

352

454

137

211

267

1.9

453

137

210

265

0.7

480

136

208

264

0.9

May 2016

$ From August 1991 to November 2016 + First revised estimates
November 2016
270
355
through distribution licensees.
December 2016

264

356

137

266

--

14.6
7.0

# Electrical energy sales to ultimate consumers

Source - Directorate of Economics & Statistics, GoM, Mumbai.
@ Average for 9 months
Note - Inflation rate = Percentage rise in the index of the current period over that of corresponding period of the previous year.
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Women Enterpreneurs

STORY OF MADHUSHREE
Ms. Anita Pravin

Director
Madhushree Agro Industries (I) Pvt. Ltd
mai@madhushreegroup.in

Ms. Anita Pravin

T

here is a desire in every individual to work towards excellence. These
desires are the foundation stones which give birth to the systems
and structures which are put in place to realize this dreams. Madhushree
Agro is the product of these desires and dreams to achieve excellence.
The fundamental idea of establishing Madhushree was born to
create opportunities to empower people in the most backward and
underdeveloped part of the Konkan area.
The cornerstone of this project is Ms Anita Pravin, a Microbiologist and
a Management Graduate, who conceived this idea of starting a Small
Scale Industry of Cashew Processing in the foothills of the Sahyadris.
Little did she realize the innumerable hardships she will have to
encounter to start this project? But she was determined to achieve her
goal.
Madhushree Agro was born on 6th August 2015 and the wheels of
commencement of the project were swung in full action. The
conceptualization of the project through a Detailed Project Report
with the help of the consultant was done with lots of brainstorming
sessions. The biggest hurdle of mobilizing funds was achieved
with the help of near and dear ones. The term Loan was mobilized
through SIDBI and the working capital was sanctioned by IDBI.
This rocess of getting the financial hel from an s was itself
an arduous task with lots of paper work but it was achieved with
ainsta ing efforts. The ermissions and certification from various
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departments was obtained with
consistent follow-up and in record
time. The construction of the
factory commenced in the month
of Dec 2015 and it was completed
in September 2016. The machinery
was installed in the month of
October 2016 and trail run was
conducted in the month of
Nov 2016. Meanwhile training
program was organized with the
help of Bank of India under
the R-SETI program to the
employees. The commercial
production
commenced
in
December 2016. It is heartening
to note that within a span of one
year the project of 1200 Metric
Tons capacity Cashew Processing
unit was established.
Ms Anita Pravin believes that a
strong determination to achieve
excellence will surely fulfill ones
dreams.
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Success Story
B

ackground story - few years back when we, I(prateek malhotra)
and prateek harde my friend where of age around 17-18 at that
time we where students of 12th std decided to do something innovative
that can help our India so with studies we try to learn things related to
upgrading technologies. my friends father was expired due to heart
attack when he was of 14 years & after few Months my father also
expired as he was suffering from cancer. Due to these incidents we
where the elders of family and also have complete responsibilities of
both family as well as our studies but we where helpless from every
corner. ut at that difficult time we never lost our ho e and that time
also our aim was very clear. At that time my sister Ms. Ritu Malhotra was
of 14 years but after seeing all these situation her aim was also to work
with us and work for new innovations.
t that time we where facing financial crisis also to solve them we both
with education started small business li e
in jet cartridge refilling,
vegetable & grocery shop, small website designing. to complete our
basic needs and education fees that time we work as in morning time
and study at night and sleep for 3 hrs a day. doing this after some years
we got a growth in our business and then started again for our main
aim and we started working for innovations at that time my sister has
completed with her studies she also joined both of us for work and
innovations to supports us .
With Website building we have also started company Dream World
Products in this company we have introduce protein, weight gain and
weight loss medical products with very less cost. we have given free
samples of 15 days to peoples to know product response. after that
we got a good response so we by own started marketing that products
to doctors but when we tell doctors about our products doctor replied
what will i get by prescribing your products doctor said “other
companies provide me incentives, foreign trips, commissions, home
appliances etc” what you will give
We replied” Sir our products are very cheap and effective people will get
positive response and rather than giving you commission we have added
good quality ingredients.”

that was
orlds first fully
automatic aquarium” and we kept
name - Digital Aquarium , reason
behind that name is that aim of
Mr. Narendra Modi who’s dream
is to make india digital, so we
thought to introduce this product
by name of Digital.but we thought
how to launch our first roduct in
market. so at that time two people
helped us and given idea to launch
this product by Mr. Nitin Gadkari.
These two persons helped us for
presenting this Product In front
of Mr. Gadkari on 2 Jan 2017.
After this Launch we stated
visiting newspapers in Nagpur to
Print our news And when we told
this news and our story to every
media person they got impressed
and started printing our news
on there front page and we also
called ABP news ma’am Ms Sarita
Kaushik for presenting our story
to everyone. she visited our house
and shoot our product and our
video by this news till now from
supports of these people who
helped us We got orders worth 5
million from all over the world.
Now We have decided to invest
this money in new innovations to
make India and every citizen of
India digital.

But we didn’t got any positive response then also doctors ask for
commissions so we decided to close this business as our aim was
different.
We where working from many years for many innovations but in 2016
we thought of launching our first innovation that was successfully
completed and tested many times.
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Inspiration got for designing this product -

few years back we have seen a video where a father Have taken leave
who was working in MNC, leave was taken for holiday. when father
came home he told her 9 yrs daughter that i got 6 days holiday for out
trip but when he saw he’s beautiful aquarium he told her daughter that
if we will go for days our cute little fishes will die because for oxygen,
food , and dirty water. so looking this they have canceled plan for trip
By this video we got inspiration to design a new type of aquarium which
can automatically manage all that things which are re uired for fishes to
live happy for 30 days without human efforts.
We made a plan for every thing but when we stated working in that and
search material in mar et we cant find com onents and material in ready
manner. that time was difficult but at that time we decided that we will
manufacture every component according to our requirements .
Me, my friend and sister decided to do this but again issue was of where
and how, because we was not having any machine and place so ask
many workshops that can we work here for this, many rejected but one
workshop owner helped us and said yes that you can work here & from
that time we started working there.

Now we have launched our
orlds first a uarium but our aim
is to launch all this innovations 1
by 1 .
Again special thanks to our god
who hel ed us in every difficult
situation and he never let us down.
When no one was there two help
us for many years, he help us and
made us so strong to perform
every type of job and helping us
now for completing our tasks .

Team Members Prateek harde - B.E - IT
Prateek Malhotra- B.E - ETC
Ritu Malhotra - B.E - CS

We designed this aquarium and also we have designed 20 more world’s
first innovations there.
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News in MEDC

Toady attended IACC Interactive meeting with
* Mr.Rusty Paul, Mayor, Sandy Springs, Georgia, Mrs. Paul
* Mr. Tom Mahaffey, President, Sandy Springs/ Perimeter Chambar of
Commerce
* Mr.Jim Kelley, Former Chairman of Leadership Sandy Springs &
SSPC & The Community Assistance Center.
* Mr. Charan Shikh
SANDY SPRINGS, ATLANTA
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